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Abstract Growing evidence from general circulation models (GCMs) indicates that the equilibrium
climate sensitivity (ECS) depends on the magnitude of forcing, which is commonly referred to as
state-dependence. We present a comprehensive assessment of ECS state-dependence in Earth system
models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) by analyzing millennial simulations with sustained 2×CO2

and 4×CO2 forcings. We compare different extrapolation methods and show that ECS is smaller in the
higher-forcing scenario in 12 out of 15 EMICs, in contrast to the opposite behavior reported from GCMs.
In one such EMIC, the Bern3D-LPX model, this state-dependence is mainly due to the weakening sea
ice-albedo feedback in the Southern Ocean, which depends on model configuration. Due to ocean-mixing
adjustments, state-dependence is only detected hundreds of years after the abrupt forcing, highlighting the
need for long model integrations. Adjustments to feedback parametrizations of EMICs may be necessary if
GCM intercomparisons confirm an opposite state-dependence.

1. Introduction

The equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), defined as the equilibrium global mean temperature response to
a doubling of atmospheric CO2, is a useful metric for climate model intercomparison and data-based pro-
jections (Charney et al., 1979; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013). ECS is determined
by the combined strength of various climate feedbacks, which are physical processes acting to amplify or
dampen temperature perturbations (ΔT) caused by radiative forcing (R). In a global energy balance model
(EBM) (Gregory et al., 2004), these processes are represented by a feedback parameter 𝜆 (in Wm−2 K−1):

R − N = −𝜆ΔT , (1)

where N is the energy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA), that is, the planetary heat uptake.
The equilibrium temperature anomaly (ΔTeq) is reached once energy balance is restored in the perturbed
climate state (N = 0): ΔTeq = −R∕𝜆eq. The equilibrium feedback parameter 𝜆eq may differ from the transient
feedback parameter 𝜆 (Andrews et al., 2015; Armour et al., 2013; Geoffroy et al., 2013; Gregory et al., 2015;
Knutti & Rugenstein, 2015; Winton et al., 2010). This study focuses on the complementary question whether
𝜆eq itself is state dependent. State-dependence is used synonymously with forcing dependence here, as a
different forcing generally enables a different climate state—including differences in temperature, ocean
circulation, radiative properties, and related variables. ECS state-dependence is equivalent to 𝜆eq state-
dependence, as ECS can be estimated by scaling any ΔTeq with the corresponding forcing:

ECS(R) = −
R(2 × CO2)
𝜆eq(R)

=
R(2 × CO2)

R
ΔTeq(R). (2)

Assessing ECS state-dependence, that is, the inconstancy of ECS(R), is important for warming projections
under different levels of forcing. Assuming a constant ECS leads to incorrect warming estimates if the climate
system is state dependent. State independence between 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 was assumed in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5): ECS(2×CO2) was estimated as 1

2
ΔTeq, with ΔTeq extrapolated from

150 year long 4×CO2 simulations (Andrews et al., 2012, 2015; IPCC, 2013). Even disregarding extrapolation
biases due to transient 𝜆 changes (Andrews et al., 2015; Geoffroy et al., 2013), these estimates for ECS(2×CO2)
may be biased if CMIP5 models are state dependent. This cannot be evaluated for the whole ensemble
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because no 2×CO2 experiment was included in CMIP5. The possibility of ECS state-dependence is only
mentioned briefly in IPCC (2013), but there are some recent studies on the subject.

Most coupled general circulation models (GCMs) and slab ocean models exhibit ECS state-dependence to
some degree. Some GCMs of earlier model generations show a decreasing ECS with increasing forcing
(Colman & McAvaney, 2009; Stouffer & Manabe, 2003; Voss & Mikolajewicz, 2001). Comparing these results to
simulations from the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3/CCSM4), Kutzbach et al. (2013) find a higher
ECS under smaller-than-present forcings but no robust state-dependence under higher forcings. There is
evidence from multimodel studies that state-of-the-art GCMs simulate an increasing climate sensitivity with
increasing forcing (Good et al., 2015; Meraner et al., 2013). However, Good et al. (2015) only present 150 year
temperatures without ECS extrapolations, and the analysis of Meraner et al. (2013) is complicated by the time
scale inconsistency between scenarios. The multimodel findings are supported by the CCSM3 model, which
exhibits the same ECS state-dependence in multimillennial simulations (Caballero & Huber, 2013; Jonko et al.,
2013). On a century time scale, state-dependence is small to negligible in some models (Gregory et al., 2004;
Hansen et al., 2005), even including models that exhibit substantial equilibrium state-dependence (Stouffer &
Manabe, 2003; Voss & Mikolajewicz, 2001).

The causes of ECS state-dependence are model dependent. Notable state-dependence contributions are
reported from the albedo feedback (e.g., Colman and McAvaney, 2009; Stouffer and Manabe, 2003), cloud
and water vapor feedbacks (e.g., Jonko et al., 2013; Meraner et al., 2013), and CO2 forcing (e.g., Caballero and
Huber, 2013; Gregory et al., 2015).

Earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) have not been systematically analyzed in terms
of state-dependence. While some of the EMICs do not simulate some of the feedbacks that may be state
dependent—for example, only about half of the EMICs included in IPCC (2013) feature interactive clouds
(Eby et al., 2013)—most of them include ocean dynamics, snow and sea ice responses, and various radiative
processes that may cause state-dependence. For example, the UVic and ECBilt-CLIO EMICs show a decreasing
ECS with increasing CO2 concentration (Knutti & Rugenstein, 2015; Weaver et al., 2007). Furthermore, EMICs
are computationally inexpensive, enabling multimillennial full equilibrium simulations.

We analyze 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 stabilization experiments performed with an ensemble of 15 EMICs readily
available from the EMIC-AR5 intercomparison (Eby et al., 2013). While the 1,000 year temperatures for the
2×CO2 and 4×CO2 simulations are listed in Eby et al. (2013) and IPCC (2013), they are not comparatively
discussed. Furthermore, many EMICs are not in equilibrium after 1,000 years, and ECS estimates from extrap-
olation methods are missing. We compare ECS estimates from two commonly used extrapolation methods
(Gregory et al., 2004; Steinacher & Joos, 2016) and investigate their state-dependence (sections 3.1 and 3.2).
We perform additional simulations in one EMIC, the Bern3D-LPX model, to investigate the physical causes of
its equilibrium and transient state-dependence (sections 3.3 and 3.4). We focus on positive forcings relevant
for future projections, as state-dependence under colder conditions has been extensively studied (e.g., Colman
and McAvaney, 2009; Friedrich et al., 2016; Köhler et al., 2015; Kutzbach et al., 2013; Lunt et al., 2010).

2. Methods
2.1. EMIC Ensemble Analysis
The EMIC-AR5 intercomparison (Eby et al., 2013) featured 15 EMICs, for which time series output of selected
quantities is available from http://climate.uvic.ca/EMICAR5/results/ (hereafter EMIC-AR5). Models are listed in
Figure 1 legend; see Table 1 in Eby et al. (2013) for descriptions and references. We exclude the IAP model
because it has no 2×CO2 simulation available on EMIC-AR5.

We use three EMIC-AR5 simulations: Experiment 4Xc where CO2 increases by 1% per year and then stabilizes at
4 times the preindustrial concentration (hereafter 4×CO2), the abrupt CO2 doubling experiment 2X (hereafter
2×CO2), and the control simulation H_CTR. We use the 1%/year quadrupling simulation instead of an abrupt
quadrupling simulation to highlight potential difficulties when extrapolating ECS from this widely used ide-
alized scenario (section 3.2 and supporting information section S2.2). This choice does not alter our findings
on ECS state-dependence (section 3.2 and Table S1).

Temperature and heat uptake anomalies for the 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 simulations are calculated by subtracting
the mean values of H_CTR from 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 time series. For three models, 4×CO2 starts with tem-
perature offsets compared to H_CTR, which cannot be attributed to forcing or variability. Therefore, an
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Figure 1. ECS state-dependence in the EMIC-AR5 ensemble (Eby et al., 2013) and Bern3Dnew. Symbols indicate different
ECS estimation methods (section 2.1). Colors correspond to different EMICs, listed in the legend roughly in order of
ascending complexity.

additional temperature offset correction is applied to both 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 for these models (section S1).
The correction amounts to +0.08∘C for FAMOUS, −0.22∘C for LOVECLIM, and +0.28∘C for SPEEDO.

ECS is estimated from the anomaly time series using three different methods. The first estimate is obtained
from averaging the last decade of the 1,000 year simulations (ΔT 1000), although some of the EMICs are not
fully equilibrated by then. This estimate corresponds to Eby et al. (2013) apart from slight differences for the
three corrected models. The second estimate ΔTlin is obtained using the “Gregory method” (Gregory et al.,
2004); the third estimate ΔTexp is extrapolated from an exponential fit on three different time scales (Caldeira
& Myhrvold, 2013; MacKay & Ko, 1997; Steinacher & Joos, 2016). ΔT 150−1000

lin and ΔT 150−1000
exp are consistently

estimated from simulation years 150–1,000, because the forcing in 4×CO2 is only constant after year 140.
For 2×CO2, an additional exponential estimate ΔT 1−1000

exp is obtained from the full time series, and a shorter
Gregory estimate ΔT 20−150

lin from years 20–150, consistent with Andrews et al. (2015).

2.2. Sensitivity Tests in the Bern3D-LPX Model
To investigate the physical causes of ECS state-dependence, we perform additional simulations in the
Bern3D-LPX model (Ritz et al., 2011; Stocker et al., 2014). We use an updated version (Roth et al., 2014)
(hereafter Bern3Dnew) compared to the one used for EMIC-AR5 (hereafter Bern3Dold). The most important
difference is an increased horizontal resolution mainly at high latitudes, which greatly improves the strength
of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and results in a more stable Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circu-
lation (AMOC). An Atlantic-to-Pacific freshwater flux correction (Zaucker et al., 1994) is no longer required, but
a freshwater flux correction of −0.07 sverdrup (1 Sv = 106 m3s−1) is still applied in the Weddell Sea to locally
enhance deep water formation.

With this model we perform the same 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 simulations as in EMIC-AR5, extended to 5,000 years.
The 5,000 year temperature ΔT 5000 of 2×CO2 is the true ECS of the model and can be used as a benchmark
for the other ECS estimation methods. To investigate ECS state for a larger range of forcings relevant for
future projections, we perform additional 5,000 year simulations with abrupt CO2 increases between 1.5×CO2

(∼420 ppm) and 6×CO2 (∼1670 ppm).
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The simulations described above are run in the standard model configuration and six modified configurations
to estimate state-dependence contributions of albedo, ocean mixing, and forcing. The first modified config-
uration features a different initial condition with a colder Southern Hemisphere (colder SH). This is achieved
by reducing atmospheric heat transport diffusivity linearly with latitude from 33% on the South Pole to zero
reduction on the North Pole. Southern high latitudes (>50∘S) are about 3∘C colder on average in the colder SH
preindustrial simulation than in the standard preindustrial simulation, and sea ice extent is increased by
about 30%. Perturbed CO2 simulations in this setup continue with the same reduced atmospheric heat
transport diffusivity.

Other modified configurations are restarted from the standard preindustrial simulation but with either albedo
or ocean mixing held fixed to a preindustrial climatology. While such decoupling is unphysical with respect
to the removed interaction, it is nevertheless helpful to assess the impact of albedo feedback and mixing
changes on state-dependence. In fixed 𝛼, fixed 𝛼NH, and fixed 𝛼SH, the two-dimensional albedo field is fixed
globally or only in one hemisphere, as denoted by the subscript. In fixed mixing, ocean mixing is kept constant,
including advection, convection, and Gent-McWilliams mixing (Gent & McWilliams, 1990). This is achieved
mainly by prescribing ocean density to a seasonally varying three-dimensional density field diagnosed from
an unperturbed simulation year. Density is thereby decoupled from the evolving temperature and salinity,
which still influence heat and freshwater fluxes in the ocean; only the volume transport is fixed. Furthermore,
wind stress scaling with sea ice area is disabled to keep advection constant.

The final configuration BG14 forcing corresponds to the standard configuration apart from a different forcing
calculation. Forcing is calculated according to Myhre et al. (1998) in the standard configuration:

R = 5.35Wm−2 ⋅ ln(C∕C0), (3)

where C0 and C are the preindustrial and perturbed CO2 concentrations. In the BG14 forcing configuration;
a more recent formula based on line-by-line integration of CO2 absorption is employed (Byrne & Goldblatt,
2014):

R = 5.32Wm−2 ⋅ ln(C∕C0) + 0.39Wm−2 ⋅ ln(C∕C0)2 (4)

The BG14 forcing configuration thus explores how ECS state-dependence is influenced by forcing state-
dependence, that is, by deviations from logarithmic CO2 forcing.

3. Results
3.1. ECS State-Dependence in the EMIC Ensemble
Figure 1 compares ECS estimates from the 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 simulations; state-independent models would
lie exactly on the diagonal. Some EMICs are nearly state independent: for example, five models (Bern3Dold,
UMD, MIROC-lite, MIROC-lite-LCM, and CLIMBER-2.4) exhibit relative ECS changes of less than 5% between
2×CO2 and 4×CO2 across all ECS estimation methods. The other EMICs exhibit more substantial ECS state-
dependence. This cannot be analyzed on the process level based on the available time series, but we compare
model configurations to identify possible state-dependence contributions. No multimodel means are shown
because the mean state-dependence depends on model selection, and extrapolated ECS estimates are not
available for some models (section 3.2).

ECS decreases most strongly with forcing in Bern3Dnew, GENIE, DCESS, and SPEEDO, by 11–15% in the
Gregory estimates. GENIE and MESMO have similar model configurations to Bern3Dnew (Eby et al., 2013); their
similar state-dependence may therefore also be albedo-related (section 3.3). Contrarily, Bern3Dold is close to
state independent with an opposite tendency to increasing sensitivity. This suggests that in EMICs of this kind
(frictional geostrophic ocean and two-dimensional EBM), state-dependence is influenced by small differences
in model configuration and initial conditions (section 3.3). On the other hand, DCESS is the lowest-complexity
model of the ensemble and SPEEDO one of the most comprehensive, featuring an eight-layer atmosphere
with interactive clouds. The processes causing state-dependence in these models may thus be different,
involving unforced centennial variability in SPEEDO (section S2.3).

Only 2 out of 15 EMICs, FAMOUS and IGSM, show a substantially increased ECS with higher forcing. Both
models feature 11-layer atmospheres with interactive clouds (zonally averaged in IGSM), so the processes
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causing their state-dependence could be similar to those in the CCSM3 and ECHAM6 (Jonko et al., 2013;
Meraner et al., 2013). However, two out of the other four EMICs featuring interactive clouds exhibit an
opposite state-dependence (CLIMBER-3𝛼 and SPEEDO), and the remaining two are nearly state independent
(CLIMBER2.4 and UMD). This spread underlines a high uncertainty in cloud feedback contributions to ECS
state-dependence (Colman & McAvaney, 2009; Meraner et al., 2013).

At least 10 out of 14 EMICs from EMIC-AR5 use the Myhre et al. (1998) forcing, that is, a factor of 2 between
2×CO2 and 4×CO2 forcings. For three models, the forcing is not included in the EMIC-AR5 output (FA, GE,
and SP); only for the I2 model, a nonlogarithmic forcing is specified (R(4×CO2) = 2.14 ⋅ R(2×CO2)). This may
contribute to I2’s higher ECS under higher forcing (Caballero & Huber, 2013; Jonko et al., 2013).

3.2. Comparison of Different ECS Estimation Methods
All ECS estimates for the EMIC-AR5 ensemble and Bern3Dnew are listed in Table S1; the ones extrapolated
from years 150–1,000 are also included in Figure 1. General findings are described below, with peculiarities
of single models in section S2.3.

Both the exponential fit (ΔT 150−1000
exp ) and the Gregory method (ΔT 150−1000

lin ) yield higher ECS estimates than
1,000 year temperature (ΔT 1000) for most models (Figure 1). In the multimodel mean, ΔT 150−1000

exp is 4%
(6%) higher than ΔT 1000 in 2×CO2 (4×CO2) and ΔT 150−1000

lin is 8% (10%) higher (Table S1). The maximum
difference found for single models amounts to 20% in 2×CO2 (LOVECLIM, ΔT 150−1000

exp ) and 37% in 4×CO2

(FAMOUS, ΔT 150−1000
lin ). Equilibration is thus lower in 4×CO2 , and differences between estimation methods are

comparable in magnitude to ECS state-dependence (section 3.1).

Many EMICs still have a substantial radiative imbalance (N > 0) after 1,000 years, which is generally stronger
in 4×CO2 (Figure S1). For those models, the Gregory method (ΔT 150−1000

lin ) yields higher ECS estimates than
the exponential fits (ΔT 150−1000

exp ). ΔT 150−1000
lin is an accurate ECS estimate if the feedback parameter 𝜆 does not

change substantially from years 150–1,000 to equilibrium. In this case, the lower ΔT 150−1000
exp would under-

estimate ECS. This is likely true for most EMICs as 𝜆 is close to constant over the first 1,000 simulation years
(Figure S1), but longer simulations are needed to confirm this.

Only in three EMICs is 𝜆 substantially time dependent (Bern3Dnew, LOVECLIM, and SPEEDO, section S2.4).
This explains the difference betweenΔT 20−150

lin andΔT 150−1000
lin in those models, as well as the slight ECS overes-

timation by ΔT 150−1000
lin in Bern3Dnew. In Bern3Dnew and LOVECLIM, the slope −𝜆 decreases with time like in

most GCMs (Andrews et al., 2015; Geoffroy et al., 2013). In SPEEDO, −𝜆 increases due to centennial variability.

The multiexponential fit of 2×CO2 is sensitive to the selected time interval in some EMICs. The shorter interval
(ΔT 150−1000

exp ) yields some unusable fits (section S2.3). This suggests that the multiexponential fit is gener-
ally only appropriate for the response to abrupt forcing, and only if the fast response is included (ΔT 1−1000

exp ).
However, for most EMICs both time scales yield similar results. The exponential fit is inappropriate for tem-
perature evolutions with slow variability, such as SPEEDO’s centennial oscillations (section S2.3). These are
handled better by the less shape-sensitive Gregory fit.

ECS state-dependence is poorly represented by ΔT 150−1000
exp for Bern3Dnew; otherwise, state-dependence is

mostly similar across estimation methods (Figure 1). For Bern3Dnew, the relative difference between 2×CO2

and 4×CO2 is smaller in ΔT 1000 than in ΔT 5000. This indicates that the ECS state-dependence is not yet fully
developed after 1,000 years, in qualitative agreement with Voss and Mikolajewicz (2001) and Stouffer and
Manabe (2003) (section 3.4). Conversely, in SPEEDO the relative difference is larger inΔT 1000 than inΔT 150−1000

lin .
This is because 4×CO2 is less equilibrated than 2×CO2 after 1,000 years (Figure S1), such that its extrapolated
subsequent warming is larger.

The ECS estimates ΔT 1000 and ΔT 150−1000
lin from the abrupt 4×CO2 simulation are very similar to those from

the 1%/year simulation (Table S1). ΔT 150−1000
exp differs more notably for some models, but state-dependence is

qualitatively consistent. This calls for caution when using exponential extrapolation for nonabrupt scenarios
(section S2.2) but indicates robustness of the Gregory estimates and our state-dependence results.

3.3. ECS State-Dependence in the Bern3D-LPX Model
The ECS state-dependence of the Bern3Dnew model is mainly due the state-dependent sea ice-albedo feed-
back in the Southern Ocean (Figure 2). This is identified using modified model configurations (section 2.2).
In the absence of albedo feedback, there is no ECS state-dependence in Bern3Dnew (fixed 𝛼). The northern
hemispheric albedo feedback (active in fixed 𝛼SH) is also virtually state independent. The ECS state-dependence

PFISTER AND STOCKER STATE-DEPENDENCE OF THE ECS IN EMICS 5
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Figure 2. State-dependence of (a) ECS and (b) ΔTeq in the Bern3Dnew model. Colors indicate different model
configurations (section 2.2). Diamonds show model output, lines in Figure 2b show linear fits. Solid lines only
include states where Southern Ocean sea ice has melted to less than 10% of its preindustial value; dashed lines
include all other values. Feedback parameters are given in the legend for small and large forcings to the left and
right of the vertical dash.

is therefore caused by the southern hemispheric albedo feedback. This feedback is active in fixed 𝛼NH, which
shows qualitatively the same state-dependence as the fully coupled standard model configuration. The con-
stant sensitivity offset is due to the lack of northern hemispheric albedo feedback. The state-dependence
corresponds to a weakening of the southern hemispheric albedo feedback due to the diminishing sea ice
extent, as described below.

The state-dependence of the scaled ECS following equation (2) (Figure 2a) can be well approximated by a
roughly bilinear state-dependence of ΔTeq (Figure 2b). The slope of the first near-linear phase is mainly deter-
mined by the amount of Southern Ocean sea ice melt per unit forcing. The second phase begins at the forcing
where Southern Ocean sea ice has melted to less than 10% of its preindustrial extent, such that no substan-
tial ice-albedo feedback remains. The slope of this phase is determined by the remaining feedbacks and is
therefore similar in all available configurations (𝜆=−1.72∕−1.76∕−1.63 Wm−2 K−1) to the state-independent
slope of fixed 𝛼SH (𝜆 = −1.77 Wm−2 K−1). The smaller slope (𝜆 = −2.00 Wm−2 K−1) in fixed 𝛼NH is explained by

PFISTER AND STOCKER STATE-DEPENDENCE OF THE ECS IN EMICS 6
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the lack of northern hemispheric albedo feedback. It is thus similar to the state-independent slope of fixed 𝛼

(𝜆=−2.06 Wm−2 K−1).

The slighter and partly opposite ECS state-dependence in the colder SH configuration is also due to changes in
the southern high-latitude albedo feedback. ECS increases slightly with increasing forcing between 1.5×CO2

and 3×CO2. While the sea ice extent always decreases with forcing, the albedo feedback is not necessarily
reduced as long as enough sea ice is available for melting. Here the feedback increases slightly, because
the southern sea ice loss per unit warming (section 3.4) increases with forcing, indicating nonlinear melting
depending on the affected sea ice regions. ECS decreases between 3×CO2 and 6×CO2, where the ice melts
completely even in colder SH. In agreement with Bern3Dold, ECS(4×CO2) is slightly higher than ECS(2×CO2).
These results show that the albedo-induced ECS state-dependence is strongly influenced by model configu-
ration and initial conditions, mostly by the availability and sensitivity of Southern Ocean sea ice. This state-
dependence contribution is therefore tuneable in the Bern3D-LPX and similar EMICs.

Fixing ocean mixing has little influence on equilibrium state-dependence (Figure 2), except for an ECS jump
from 1.5×CO2 to 1.6×CO2. This exception is due to an unphysical acceleration of sea ice melting in a region
of fixed convection, which is only triggered for forcings of 1.6×CO2 or higher. This effect will be described in
a future study. However, ocean mixing strongly influences transient state-dependence (section 3.4).

The BG14 forcing configuration reveals that forcing state-dependence cannot counteract the albedo-induced
ECS state-dependence. This is because the additional warming caused by higher forcing further weakens
the ice-albedo feedback. The near-constant offset between BG14 forcing and standard stems from the higher
R(2 × CO2) under BG14 forcing (equation (2). While ΔTeq(R)∕R for high forcings is decreased compared to
standard due to state-dependence, this decrease is much smaller than the increase in R(2 × CO2).

The equivalence of state-dependence and forcing dependence of ECS in Bern3Dnew is confirmed by addi-
tional standard experiments starting from different initial states (section S3.1 and Figure S5).

3.4. Bern3D-LPX State-Dependence of Transient Climate Sensitivity
Transient state-dependence of temperature and feedback can differ from equilibrium state-dependence.
In the Bern3Dnew model, temperature state-dependence becomes evident after roughly 400 years between
2×CO2 and 4×CO2 and after roughly 1,000 years between 1.5×CO2 and 2×CO2 (Figure 3a). We investigate this
using a diagnostic latitudinal EBM (e.g., Rose and Rayborn, 2016) to calculate local feedbacks 𝜆loc:

R − ΔN(𝜃, t) − Δ(∇ ⋅ F)(𝜃, t) = −𝜆loc(𝜃, t)ΔT(𝜃, t), (5)

where−Δ(∇⋅F)(𝜃, t) is the change in meridional heat flux convergence at latitude 𝜃 and time t. The meridional
heat flux F consists of oceanic and atmospheric heat transport. All quantities are zonal means, and R is uniform.

Like equilibrium state-dependence (section 3.3), transient state-dependence is dominated by sea ice melting
in the southern high latitudes. Therefore, we focus on this region in Figure 3. We highlight the transient influ-
ence of ocean dynamics by comparing the standard model configuration (Figures 3a, 3c, 3e, and 3g) to the
configuration with fixed ocean mixing (fixed mixing, Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h). In standard, the Southern
Ocean Meridional Overturning Circulation (SOMOC) decreases mainly due to the sea surface density decrease
from sea ice melting, which is stronger for higher forcing (Figure 3g).

Both in standard and fixed mixing, the global temperature sensitivity (Figures 3a and 3b) is broadly in line
with the southern high-latitute feedback 𝜆loc(40–90∘S) (Figures 3c and 3d). This is because changes in the
global feedback are dominantly driven by changes in 𝜆loc(40–90∘S). The exception to this are variations in
𝜆loc(40–90∘S) in standard during the first 400 years (Figure 3c), which are roughly compensated in the rest of
the world (not shown).

The changes in 𝜆loc(40–90∘S) are essentially determined by the southern sea ice area loss (Figures 3e and 3f)
per unit warming, Δaice(40–90∘S)ΔT . This is because the albedo feedback is 𝜆𝛼 ≈ K𝛼Δ𝛼∕ΔT , where K𝛼 is the
radiative kernel (Soden et al., 2008), and Δ𝛼∕ΔT is driven by Δaice(40–90∘S)ΔT . ECS in 4×CO2 is lower than
in 2×CO2 because Δaice(40–90∘S) is the same in both simulations (complete meltdown), but ΔT is higher in
4×CO2. In other words, 4×CO2 has more excess warming occurring at lower feedback after all Southern Ocean
ice is melted away (section 3.3). This applies to both standard and fixed mixing, but their transient sensitivities
differ strongly.

PFISTER AND STOCKER STATE-DEPENDENCE OF THE ECS IN EMICS 7
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Figure 3. Transient state-dependence in the Bern3Dnew model. Colors indicate different levels of abrupt CO2 forcing,
in the (a, c, e, g) standard and (b, d, f, h) fixed mixing model configurations (section 2.2). Variables: global mean ΔT scaled
to 2×CO2, local feedback and ice area averaged over 40–90∘S, and Southern Ocean Meridional Overturning Circulation
(SOMOC).

The rapid SOMOC weakening and convective adjustments in standard cause a slower high-latitude SST
increase, delaying sea ice melting substantially. A near-complete loss of Southern Ocean sea ice is realized
after 100 years in 4×CO2 in fixed mixing, but more than 1,000 years later in standard. The ocean mixing-
induced delay is even larger for 2×CO2.

The state-dependence between 1.5×CO2 and 2×CO2 differs both transiently and in equilibrium between
standard and fixed mixing. In fixed mixing, 2×CO2 is more sensitive than 1.5×CO2 during years 200–2,000,
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because of a rapid convection-induced meltdown during years 200–400 in 2×CO2. The 1.5×CO2 only catches
up on melting per unit warming between years 500 and 2,000, eventually reaching the same ECS as 2×CO2.
In standard, the 1.5×CO2 and 2×CO2 transient sensitivities are nearly identical for 1,000 years, because dif-
ferences in 𝜆loc(40–90∘N) are small during years 400–1,000 and counteracted by other regions in earlier
years. During equilibration in years 1,000–5,000, climate sensitivity in 1.5×CO2 becomes larger than in 2×CO2,
because of a larger aice loss. This is because ECS of 2×CO2 is already limited by the lack of available Southern
Ocean sea ice (section 3.3).

In summary, we find a time of emergence of roughly 100 to 1,000 years for the state-dependence of climate
sensitivity, depending on model configuration and forcing difference. Here we do not refer to the statistical
definition of the time of emergence of climate signals (Hawkins & Sutton, 2012) related to achieving a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. We refer to the time scale at which state-dependence becomes evident by sur-
passing counteracting physical effects. In the case of sea ice albedo-driven state-dependence, the dominant
such effects are ocean mixing adjustments, which delay the emergence of state-dependence between 2×CO2

and 4×CO2 by roughly 300 years. We conclude that the ECS state-dependence of any coupled model including
slow ocean processes may not be detectable from too short simulations. Our model suggests that at least
500 simulation years are required to identify state-dependence between 2×CO2 and 4×CO2, but the time of
emergence of state-dependence may differ for other models.

4. Summary and Conclusions

With increased forcing, ECS decreases in 12 out of 15 analyzed EMICs and increases in the remaining three.
Some of these changes are small enough to be regarded as state independent; for example, five models have
sensitivity changes smaller than 5%. Due to the strongly varying model complexity across the ensemble, the
causes of state-dependence may be manifold. An important driver of decreasing sensitivity with higher forcing
is the albedo feedback (Jonko et al., 2013; Kutzbach et al., 2013; Stouffer & Manabe, 2003), which is simulated
by all EMICs. We show that this feedback is the main cause of ECS state-dependence in the new version of the
Bern3D-LPX model. The ECS decreases with increasing forcing from 1.5×CO2 to 6×CO2 due to the diminishing
availability of Southern Ocean sea ice. For a model configuration with a colder Southern Hemisphere, an
opposite and much less substantial ECS state-dependence is simulated. This indicates that the albedo-related
contribution to state-dependence is tuneable by simple changes in model configuration or initial state.

Differences between ECS estimation methods are of comparable magnitude to ECS state-dependence. Many
EMICs are not in equilibrium 1,000 years after a perturbation; estimating their ECS thus requires extrapolation.
For the year 150–1000 time interval, we suggest that the Gregory method (Gregory et al., 2004) produces more
reliable results than a multiexponential extrapolation (e.g., MacKay and Ko, 1997), but longer simulations are
required to confirm this.

The ECS decrease with increasing forcing simulated by most EMICs is mainly in agreement with older GCMs
(Colman & McAvaney, 2009; Stouffer & Manabe, 2003; Voss & Mikolajewicz, 2001). It is contrary to growing evi-
dence from state-of-the-art GCMs that ECS increases with increasing forcing (Caballero & Huber, 2013; Good
et al., 2015; Jonko et al., 2013; Meraner et al., 2013). This discrepancy cannot clearly be attributed to a lack of
cloud feedbacks in the EMICs, as only two out of six EMICs that feature interactive clouds show an increasing
sensitivity in line with GCMs.

Most EMICs use logarithmic CO2 forcing (Myhre et al., 1998), in contrast to GCMs that account for a stronger-
than-logarithmic forcing increase for higher CO2 concentrations (Caballero & Huber, 2013; Gregory et al.,
2015). Part of the discrepancy in ECS state-dependence between EMICs and GCMs may thus be resolved if the
Byrne and Goldblatt (2014) CO2 forcing is implemented in EMICs. However, our Bern3D-LPX simulations show
that albedo-driven state-dependence cannot be counteracted by forcing state-dependence.

The GCM results are not yet conclusive because many GCMs lack simulations with different levels of abrupt
forcing. This gap will be filled by two ongoing model intercomparison projects: nonlinMIP (Good et al., 2016)
and longRunMIP (www.longrunmip.org). Our results show that ECS state-dependence may not be detectable
for hundreds of simulation years, due to transient counteracting effects such as ocean mixing adjustments.
Therefore, CMIP6 modeling groups should be motivated to participate in longrunMIP and to carry out the
nonessential extensions of the 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 experiments in nonlinMIP (Good et al., 2016). If the results
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from these MIPs confirm a robustly increasing ECS with forcing, EMIC modeling groups may have to include or
adjust relevant feedback parametrizations to reproduce this opposite state-dependence, in order to preserve
the status of the EMICs as valuable tools for long-term projections and sensitivity studies.
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